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SECUNDINO 
HERNÁNDEZ
b. 1975, Madrid, ES
Lives and works in Madrid, ES

Secundino Hernández’s diverse and energetic painting practice 
resists easy characterisation. His work features intricately structured 
compositions that mix strong linear elements and rich bursts of 
colour. Some canvases feature abstracted, atomised forms, while 
others have more densely overlaid imagery in which it is possible to 
discern figurative elements.

His paintings deftly combine representation and abstraction, linear 
draughtsmanship and colouration, minimalism and gesturalism. 
Over the course of his career Hernández has mixed diverse 
references: a physicality that recalls Action Painting, the shorthand 
figuration of cartoons, and passages evoking painterly precedents. 
This stylistic multiplicity grows out of Hernández’s detailed and 
informed knowledge of art history. While his references are broad 
he has, in recent years, developed a specific engagement with the 
work of old and modern masters from his native country, Spain, as 
a way of getting in touch with his personal and artistic roots. For 
Hernandez, such references are signposts rather than subjects in 
their own right. Distilled to essences of line, colour and form, his 
paintings always foreground the particularities of the medium, its 
defining characteristics.

In keeping with the breadth of his influences, Hernández employs 
a variety of seemingly contradictory techniques including washing, 
scraping, and working directly from paint tubes. While some works 
are the result of conspicuous addition, his ‘wash’ canvases, by 
contrast, are produced by layering and removing paint with a heavy-
duty pressure washer. Almost archaeological in nature, this method 
involves digging through pigment to expose the canvas beneath, 
a process that the artist associates with sculptural carving. The 
resulting paintings have a dramatic, exploratory quality.

His is a meticulous and process-oriented approach, and his 
paintings openly display the triumphs and struggles of the artist’s 
practice, creating a tension between control and chaos, rehearsal 
and re-evaluation, making and unmaking, beauty and destruction.

Secundino Hernández (b. 1975, Madrid, ES; lives and works in 
Madrid, ES) has held solo exhibitions with Vortic Collect, Victoria 
Miro; Meadows Museum, Dallas, Texas, US; Victoria Miro, Venice, 
IT; Heinrich Ehrhardt, Madrid, ES; CAC Málaga, ES; Yuz Museum, 
Shanghai, CN, among others. The artist has also participated in 
group shows at Galeria Daniel Cardani, Madrid, ES; Mirat, Madrid, 
ES; Galerie Isa, Mumbai, IN; Taguchi Art Collection, JP; Kunstverein 
Weiden, AT; Rubell Family Collection / Contemporary Arts 
Foundation, Miami, US; Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Espanol, 
Valladolid, ES; Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, DE, among others. 
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SAMPLE WORKS

*sample selection does not reflect current availability
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Untitled, 2023
Acrylic and dye on linen
70 7/8 x 57 1/8 in
180 x 145 cm
(SHE23.004)
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Untitled, 2023
Acrylic and dye on linen

70 7/8 x 57 1/8 in
180 x 145 cm
(SHE23.010)
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Untitled, 2023
Acrylic and dye on linen
70 7/8 x 57 1/8 in
180 x 145 cm
(SHE23.005)
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Untitled, 2023
Acrylic on linen
45 5/8 x 78 3/8 x 1 5/8 in
116 x 199 x 4 cm
(SHE23.002)
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Untitled, 2021-2022
Acrylic on linen
78 3/4 x 84 5/8 in
200 x 215 cm
(SHE22.001)
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Untitled, 2020
Dye on stitched linen

62 1/4 x 68 7/8 x 1 5/8 in
158 x 175 x 4 cm

(SHE23.001)
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Untitled, 2023
Dye on stitched linen
61 x 74 3/4 in
155 x 190 cm
(SHE24.001)
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Untitled, 2023
Acrylic and dye on stitched linen

63 x 128 in
160 x 325 cm
(SHE23.012)
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Untitled, 2023
Acrylic and dye on stitched linen
63 x 128 in
160 x 325 cm
(SHE23.015)
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Untitled, 2023
Acrylic, alkyd and oil on linen

59 1/2 x 47 5/8 x 4 3/4 in
151 x 121 x 12 cm

(SHE23.003)
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SELECTED EXHIBITONS 
AND PROJECTS
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SELECTED EXHIBITIONS 
AND PROJECTS

time TIME
2022

VICTORIA MIRO GALLERY
LONDON, UK

GRAPADO A LA PIEL
2019

VICTORIA MIRO GALLERY
VENICE, IT 

TODO ES MUCHO
2018

CAC MÁLAGA
MÁLAGA, ES
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One of the most dynamic painters of his generation, Secundino Hernández is 
acclaimed for his spirited enquiry into the language, history and enduring potential 
of abstraction. New works continue his investigation into the vocabulary of painting 
(line, form, gesture and colour ) and historical classifications of the medium (such as 
action and colourfield painting) to create images that, radiating a sense of urgency, 
explore not only their own unique process of creation but our responses to a painted 
surface.

For Hernández, painting is both a physical and cerebral activity, a conduit for 
intellectual and philosophical enquiry. Whether employing strong linear elements, 

by turns painterly or calligraphic, or rich bursts of colour, his work corrals diverse 
influences within a signature abstract language, often collapsing traditional 
distinctions and hierarchies, as well as a sense of time. In Hernández’s hands, a 
monochrome might also be an action painting, while an action painting might, on 
closer inspection, reveal itself to be an almost archaeological excavation of the 
picture plane’s sedimentary layers.

The exhibition is accompanied by a new publication featuring an essay by Wells 
Fray-Smith.

Images courtesy of Victoria Miro Gallery

time TIME
2022 
VICTORIA MIRO GALLERY 
LONDON, UK
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GRAPADO A LA PIEL
2019 
VICTORIA MIRO GALLERY 
VENICE, IT 

Speaking about the new studio space, Victoria Miro said: ‘When I opened the gallery in Venice 
two years ago, I always had in mind the idea of setting up a studio and apartment, so artists 
could spend time here and create work. Venice is a place so beloved by artists and I hope this 
opportunity to both make and show works in the heart of the city will bring about something 
new and unexpected.’ 

Secundino Hernández is one of most dynamic painters of his generation, celebrated for his 
spirited enquiry into the language, history and enduring potential of his medium. For this body 
of work, created in Venice earlier this year, the artist focuses on the human form. The paintings 
– some no bigger than a hand’s width – condense Hernández’s signature approach to material 
and process, alighting on the classical subject of the female nude while introducing a host of 
additional referents. Among these is the city of Venice, which has been a context and a source 
of inspiration, its presence felt in the tones and surfaces of the works on view.

Hernández considers the classical tradition part of his creative DNA and has returned to 
subject of the figure at various points in his career. The artist has also often spoken about his 
work in visceral terms – its painterly surfaces and underlying linen support being akin to flesh 
and bone. Here, references to the body are manifest while Hernández’s signature processes 
of making and unmaking, and their underlying psychological and philosophical implications, 
assume additional corporeal resonance beyond the work’s material production, alluding to the 
ways in which identity is forged through time.

From sketches and preparatory works made before a model, Hernández has developed 
numerous approaches to his subject matter. Lines, rapidly or tenderly applied, sometimes 
delicate yet always incisive, propose the body as a site of analytical and metaphorical enquiry. 
In evidence are a number of processes developed by the artist, familiar in his large-scale 
abstract works. These include his ‘wash’ method, in which areas of pigment are erased with 
water to expose the canvas beneath. Almost archaeological in nature, this process openly 
displays the triumphs and struggles of the artist’s practice. While the ‘wash’ paintings always 
have a dramatic, exploratory quality, here the results suggest cuts or abrasions to the skin. 
Stitching, a relatively new development in Hernández’s practice, adds a further dimension to 
the linear and structural concerns that underpin his work and feeds into an ongoing dialogue 
around processes of construction, deconstruction and reconstruction. As in his large-scale 
abstract works, the unpainted areas in these intimate works acts as a structural element, 
providing a counterpoint to the volumes of the human form.

 The influence of Venice on these works is one that seeped gradually into the artist’s 
consciousness and took him by surprise. It can be seen in his use of colour, reminiscent of 
the flesh tones of Venice’s architecture, as well as in the surfaces of its timeworn waterside 
buildings, which correspond with the textures of the bodies brought into being on canvas.

Images and text courtesy of Victoria Miro Gallery
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TODO ES MUCHO
2018 
CENTRO DE ARTE CONTEMPORÁNEO, MÁLAGA 
MÁLAGA, ES 

“Large formats are more performative, they demand something different of you. I’m 
interested in the interplay of line and plane,” Secundino Hernández says of his work. 
“My goal is not to make pictures, but to experiment and evolve through my painting.”
According to Fernando Francés, director of the CAC Málaga, “Hernández creates 
analytical works that try to reduce the concept of painting to little more than an outline: 
the bare minimum, the essence and the idea of what it is. He is drawn to painters 
who leave loose ends and are deeply involved in the history of painting itself; he likes 
works where there is something more, something not apparent at first glance. Although 
the moral is fundamental in his oeuvre, so is the search for oneself or the answers to 
questions posed by painting. There must be an interaction between the ambivalent 
premises of experienced and painted painting. Secundino therefore paints what he has 
witnessed as a spectator and situates it in relation to what he has experienced as a 
person, and vice versa.”

The oeuvre of Secundino Hernández (b. Madrid, 1975), pertaining to an analytical 
tradition of artistic practice, is principally pictorial, though he also produces drawings 
and reliefs in different materials. The artist’s work has evolved according to what he 
feels is necessary at any given time, and he therefore sustains that it defies generic 
classification.  From early on, Hernández’s painting has been marked by a spirit of 
exploration and a restless curiosity about the essential aspects of pictorial fabrication 
and construction.

Since he began exhibiting his work in 2002, he has become one of the most international 
artists of his generation. Thanks to a profound knowledge of art history, his diverse 
influences range from the old masters of Spanish painting (El Greco, Goya and 
Velázquez) to avant-garde legends (Miró, Picabia, Giacometti) and heterodox American 
artists like Guston, as well as schools such as Action painting, minimalism, conceptual 
art and other disciplines, including comics and pop music in all its myriad forms.

Most of the works featured in All Is Too Much at the CAC Málaga were made between 
2013 and 2016, although there are a few earlier pieces, including one from 2004 
(the oldest) and another from 2009. The selection also includes three works painted 
specifically for this show, which will be unveiled for the first time at the CAC Málaga. 
Displayed in Space 2 and the Project Space at the centre, the exhibited works can be 
divided into several categories: “washed paintings”, with floating elements, “palettes” 
and charcoal drawings on paper.

He makes these works using tools that he invents with his father—sharp metal tips fitted 
on paint tubes, pliers for removing paint and even a hydro-cleaner—and fashions his 
own canvas stretchers.

Images: Installation view, Secundino Hernández, Todo es Mucho, CAC Málaga, 
2018. Photograph: © CAC Málaga
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Secundino Hernández’s creative practice treats painting as a physical and cerebral act, employing its 
movements as an opportunity to dive into the never-ending possibilities of abstraction. In his show “time TIME” 
at  in London, the artist’s newest works continue Hernandez’s exploration of a painting vocabulary focused 
on line, form, color, and gesture, responding to a question that might never be definitively answered—what is 
painting? Open at the gallery from October 11—November 12, visitors will find the exhibition encompassing the 
works like artist’s “palette” paintings, a selection of “stuff” paintings, and the “wash” paintings, which are made 
through a process of partially removing layers of paint.

OCTOBER 2022

Secundino Hernández: time TIME
Secundino Hernández’s exhibition “time TIME” continues 

his exploration of a painting vocabulary focused on 
line, form, color, and gesture.

By Whitewall Editorial

Courtesy of the artist and Victoria Miro
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DALLAS, TX.- The Meadows Museum, SMU, announced today that it has acquired two recent paintings by 
the contemporary Spanish artist Secundino Hernández (b. 1975). The Madrid-based artist’s connection with 
the Meadows began in February 2018, when museum leadership and patrons visited the artist’s studio while 
on a trip to the ARCOmadrid Fair. It was on this trip that the Meadows began discussions about bringing both 
Hernández and his painting Untitled (2019) to visit the museum. The painting has been on view in the Virginia 
Meadows Galleries for over a year and the artist himself visited Dallas in March of 2020. In tandem with the 
museum’s purchase of Untitled (2019), Hernández has announced that he will donate another work, Orígenes 
Secretos (Secret Origins) (2020), to the museum.

Untitled (2019) is a monumental painting measuring just over 13 by 9 feet, and is part of Hernández’s “monochrome 
series,” while Orígenes Secretos (2020) belongs to a genre he describes as “palette painting.” Both works 
reflect different processes of abstract, free-form gesture, which produces a strong sense of movement and 
depth across each surface plane. Hernández made Untitled (2019) out of pieces of canvas—often discarded 
scraps from other works—that are stitched together and then washed and dyed repeatedly, creating a mix of 
hard-edged lines with vibrant washes of color. Orígenes Secretos (2020) is a much smaller painting that began 
life in service as a palette, the surface on which artists typically mix paint colors before applying them to a 
painting. Essentially using leftover paint from multiple paintings to create other works, Hernández mixes, layers, 

NOVEMBER 2020

Meadows Museum acquires two paintings by Secundino 
Hernández

By Artdaily Editorial

Secundino Hernández (Spanish, b. 1975), Untitled, 2019. RB glue, chalk, calcium carbonate, titanium white pigment 
and dye on linen, 112 5/8 x 157 1/2 in. (286 x 400 cm). Photo by Kevin Todora.
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and sculpts the thick impasto into something completely original. Hernández describes his palette paintings, 
like Orígenes Secretos (2020), as a kind of antithesis to his “monochrome” works, such as Untitled (2019), using 
the corporeal metaphor: the former is flesh, the latter bone.

“Untitled (2019) felt at home in the Meadows from the moment we hung it in the museum,” said Mark A. Roglán, 
the Linda P. and William A. Custard Director of the Meadows Museum. “The dialogue it creates with other works 
in our collection and the enthusiasm it inspires among our visitors encouraged its purchase as we expand our 
commitment to collecting contemporary Spanish art. Hernández has a unique place in the Meadows Museum’s 
history, as our work with him kicked off our new partnership with Fundación ARCO. We’re thrilled that Hernández 
chose to celebrate our relationship with a gift alongside our purchase.”

As part of the Meadows’ mission to expand its focus on contemporary Spanish art, the museum last year 
announced a six-year partnership with Fundación ARCO, the guiding organization behind Spain’s premier 
contemporary art fair, ARCOmadrid. Through the collaboration, titled MAS: Meadows/ARCO Artist Spotlight, 
the Meadows will, on a biennial basis, select one Spanish artist with limited recognition in the U.S. to present 
their work at the Meadows Museum for approximately four months. As part of the series, each selected artist 
will also travel to Dallas to participate in academic and public programming designed to further engage 
audiences with the artist’s practice. While Hernández was not officially part of this partnership, it was the 
Meadows’ collaboration with the artist that inaugurated the initiative. Hernández traveled to Dallas in early 2020 
to participate in educational programs with SMU students and museum patrons. The first MAS artist will be 
announced in spring 2021, anticipating the next planned ARCOmadrid Fair.

“During my trip to Dallas earlier this year, I was struck not only by the hospitality of the Meadows community, 
but also the genuine passion and dedication to Spanish art among museum patrons and SMU students,” said 
Hernández. “I wanted my work to be permanently surrounded by this kind of enthusiasm and energy, and so 
decided to donate Orígenes Secretos (2020) to the Meadows. It is an honor for my work to be housed alongside 
the Spanish masterpieces held by the museum.”

Hernández was born in 1975 in Madrid, where he currently lives and works. Solo exhibitions of his work have been 
presented at international venues including CAC Málaga, Spain (2018); Taidehalli Helsinki, Finland (2018); Yuz 
Museum, Shanghai (2015); and Maison Louis Carré, Bazoches-sur-Guyonne, France (2014). The artist has also 
participated in group shows including Summer Exhibition, Royal Academy, London (2017); Abstract Painting 
Now, Kunsthalle Krems, Austria (2017); Das Allerletzte Prof. Winkler Stipendium at Kunstverein Weiden, Austria 
(2013); Alone Together at the Rubell Family Collection/Contemporary Arts Foundation, Miami, U.S. (2013); 
Diálogos Colección DKV—Colección Arte Cotemporáneo en el Museo Patio Herreriano at Museo de Arte 
Contemporáneo Español, Valladolid, Spain (2013); Berlin Status 1 at Künstlerhaus Bethanien, Berlin, Germany 
(2012); and Berlin Klondyke 2011 at Art Center Los Angeles, U.S. (2011). His work is in numerous institutional 
and private collections, including National Museum of Wales, Cardiff, U.K.; Auckland Art Gallery, New Zealand; 
Museo Patio Herreriano, Valladolid, Spain; Fundación Helga de Alvear, Cáceres, Spain; The Rubell Family 
Collection, Miami, U.S.; Kunstdepot Göschenen, Switzerland; and the Art Gallery of Ontario, Canada.
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Maryam Eisler: It is intriguing to hear about your visceral/carnal take on Venice; its tones and its 
‘fleshiness’, as you call it.
Secundino Hernández: It was a coincidence. I only noticed it when I came here. I never had these memories 
about Venice before; I never thought about the colour of the buildings looking like flesh. It suddenly became 
evident as I looked out the window of my studio. I walk the city streets inspired, and I now combine the flesh 
tones by mixing them in the studio.

Maryam Eisler: What about the parallels with the work of L.S. Lowry?
Secundino Hernández: Yes, the palette! It’s amazing how Lowry developed his whole career with only five 
colours! The challenge is not to imitate, but to be inspired by his process. I have done this before with 
watercolours, based on Cezanne’s 14 colours.

Maryam Eisler: It’s interesting that you’re taking a figurative approach to painting in Venice. It seems 
to me that you are very much about this yin and yang, constantly meandering between lightness and 
heaviness; between monochromes and colour, the abstract and the figurative.
Secundino Hernández: Yeah. Someone asked me once, after I was done with these black and white works: 
“What is next?” and I said, “Back to the body.” It was shocking but it was true. After the freedom of the abstract 
paintings, I needed to go back to the exercise of representation. The mentality changes with the technique. It’s 
a new, open field for me. This is the most exciting part of painting. It’s not that I feel obliged to do this or that, 
but I push myself to try something new all the time. That’s what makes it rewarding.

AUGUST 2019

Spanish artist Secundino Hernández on flesh & creative chaos
By Marayam Eisler

The artist Secundino Hernández in Venice, holding one of his preparatory studies for a larger palette painting
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Maryam Eisler: You have taken an almost academic and art-historical approach to figuration; you even 
use a human model, although your figurative work is quite abstract.
Secundino Hernández: I want to explore how to paint figuration, after painting abstraction for a long time. It’s 
what I feel comfortable with. That’s why I paint with a model present and be academic in that way, but I always 
try to go a step further.

Maryam Eisler: So, you layer your work? You take all your past experiences, including the abstract, and 
layer it with the figurative. And then there’s magic…
Secundino Hernández: Yeah. I don’t move to figuration just for the sake of it. It’s about this inner exercise in 
order to see where the abstract works lead to. It’s like a mirror game. I want to test my abstraction, and for that, I 
need to have a reference, and that reference at this moment is the figure. This is the starting point for something 
new. The main thing is to open possibilities and new potential. I always thought it was easier to explain figurative 
work more than abstraction because abstraction is based on concepts, but I am realising that figures and 
bodies can also be very conceptual. We have seen the figure represented in paintings for centuries, so how do 
I paint a figure as if it’s being painted for the first time?

Maryam Eisler: Going back to the language of the figurative and carnal, you often talk about ‘skin’ and 
‘bones’, even with your abstract paintings. You scratch the surface of the painting like the surface of the 
skin and you dig deep into its bones.
Secundino Hernández: The pure linen is the bone because everything starts from this structure. I also like the 
idea of going backwards. It’s more like a sculpture, where you are sculpting and taking away from the form. 
Normally with a painting, you add to it. I like the idea of working with almost no paint at all, or even just with the 
primer.

Maryam Eisler: You talk about ‘scars’ and you’re interested in dereliction. I see it so evidently as we walk 
through Venice. Anything that peels, anything that’s scratched, anything that has weathered texture to 
its surface. Is there an element of temporality and or timelessness in your work?
Secundino Hernández: Yes, that is very much present at the beginning of the palette works. They are nice 
to admire, but for me, they’re about the memory of what happens in the studio – every day, the process, the 
passage of time. I used a clean brush and I started to mix colours and they started to grow and grow and grow. 
I like this idea of growth and subtraction because the works are like pendulums. Some are about adding, and 
others are about taking away. Everything happens in between and in the physicality of the paintings.

Hernández works with a live model to inform his figurative yet abstract works
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Maryam Eisler: Speaking of physicality, your act of painting is very physical, almost performative. You 
also ripple between large and small-scale works…
Secundino Hernández: It’s demanding. I like it now, but maybe in ten years’ time I will not have this energy level. 
It’s about not repeating the same process, the same scale. So, going back to the body, I thought it was nicer to 
paint on a small scale because it is more practical and, in a way, easier to develop the idea faster.

Maryam Eisler: In both your abstract and figurative work, in the way that you use the power-jet, the 
steamer, in the way that you peel and scratch the surface of the canvas, it seems to me that there is an 
element of chance and creative fate.
Secundino Hernández: It’s all about fate, you know. I believe that it’s got to be that way, otherwise I would never 
do any of it.

Maryam Eisler: Does the sublime play a role in your practice? Spirituality, or just trust in the universal 
powers of being?
Secundino Hernández: It’s about reflection. When you work every day as I have for so many years, there needs 
to be something meditative and spiritual in the process.

Maryam Eisler: Primal?
Secundino Hernández: Yes. I’m a very primal person [laughs].

Maryam Eisler: You also go from monochrome palettes to a plethora of colours. Is there something 
emotive going on when you do this ?
Secundino Hernández: Actually, it’s about practicality. When I go to the studio, I start mixing colours and I work 
on these palette works which have no limits. If I get a bit overwhelmed or stuck, I go back to the palettes. The 
palette works are always there because their physicality enables the creation of other paintings. Without them, 
the others don’t exist.

Maryam Eisler: Coexistence and codependence? From peace to chaos?
Secundino Hernández: Yes, but it’s organised chaos. I’m not that chaotic, as you see in this studio. I’m very 
tidy. The surface of the canvas, on the other hand, looks chaotic because I tried this and I continued with 
that; everything is very well planned, most of the time. I even do small sketches to plan it all out in advance. 
Especially for the large canvases – because if you start painting a 5-metre canvas like a crazy monkey, it’s 
going to be a crap painting.

Maryam Eisler: You’re often compared to American Expressionists, such as Pollock.
Secundino Hernández: I think it’s fine, but I feel more comfortable with ‘slow motion’ Expressionism.

Maryam Eisler: Let’s talk about your studio and the lonely business of being an artist.
Secundino Hernández: It’s always a lonely business. Because right or wrong, you are the one and only final 
judge. And you have to trust yourself.

Maryam Eisler: How much work do you destroy?
Secundino Hernández: I try to be successful with everything. But if I do destroy work, I don’t think about it 
anymore. I learn from the failure and move on. Now, with age, something strange is happening. I sometimes 
struggle with my paintings and what I can’t control is the frustration. With age, your passion is meant to lessen. 
It’s not the case with me… it’s getting stronger every day, and I judge myself all the time. I always said there are 
no mistakes in painting. But how do you know when something is good or bad, right or wrong? It’s difficult. It’s 
about the relationship between your actions and what you present to the world. I guess I’m only human!

Maryam Eisler: Would it be fair to say that painting is about reality – your reality.
Secundino Hernández: Yeah. That’s the miracle of painting. With some dust and a little bit of egg, you paint 
something that never existed before. It’s amazing. This is the miracle of painting I think. Also, painting for me is 
a way of naively understanding the world. Here, with the act of painting, I see Venice with different eyes. I see 
its surface, its different skin colours and its many people.

Maryam Eisler: What does it mean to be a painter in the 21st century?
Secundino Hernández: I don’t really know what it means. But I want my paintings to age in a timeless way. I 
want them to still feel fresh and talk to you in 40 years. This is the whole point. I may be asking for too much. But 
that’s what I am trying now and always will. Now, more than ever, I’m getting very ambitious. This morning, I was 
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‘Untitled’ (2018), by Secundino Hernández, acrylic, alkyd and oil on linen, 261 x 196 cm

reading an article about Rembrandt and it said that the difference between Rembrandt and his contemporaries 
was that he not only was a great painter, technically speaking, but that he provided the figure with a certain 
life and soul. And that’s why his paintings look alive, even today. This is the point. And I was wondering if 
Rembrandt was even conscious of this. Maybe he was simply enjoying painting or maybe he was suffering and 
struggling as well, but it’s nice that at least someone writes in this way about your work, 300 or so years later.

Maryam Eisler: And the role of social media in the life of a 21st-century artist? Unlike most artists, you’re 
not present on social platforms?
Secundino Hernández: I’m not on Facebook and I’m not on Instagram. I have no time for that. Once I went on 
Instagram and I saw that there were 2,000 posts with my name, then I calculated, if you spend one minute per 
post, that’s 2,000 minutes of my time, which means two days of my life nonstop doing this sh*t. I just couldn’t 
do it. I prefer to sit and do nothing.

Maryam Eisler: Is it actually important for people, especially artists, to do nothing?
Secundino Hernández: It’s very important for everyone to be bored. I’m even making big efforts to check my 
mobile messages once or twice a day only. It’s difficult. It’s like cocaine. I feel like my brain needs it.
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Build and destroy, that’s what Spanish painter Secundino Hernández does. He builds layers of paint on big 
canvases, then strips them away, constructs visual compositions and tears them down. That’s the ‘step’ of the 
title, ‘Paso’: steps of painting, meaning and process. Sounds bloody exhausting.

The opening room here is full of colour. Canvases with thick, bulging, 3D blobs of paint sat on flat planes. Black 
swoops, big globby mountains, expanses of orange and green, all split up, minimal, distanced.

Upstairs, the colour disappears. Plain black and white canvases, painted then erased with a pressure washer. 
They’re like Lucio Fontana paintings left in the sun, or peeling public billboards.

In amongst all this is a giant palette-esque painting of clashing colour, heaving mounds of thick goo, every hue 
imaginable, splurged together. It makes you feel lost, dwarfed by pure pigment, adrift in an ocean of reds and 
purples and yellows. Suffocating, but…in a good way.

Is Hernández great? Is he offering anything particularly different to any other abstract artist of the past 100 
years or so? I’m not convinced. But he does have a good compositional eye, and there’s something about 
abstract painting on this scale that makes your mind sprint. The works become spaces for projection, the total 
lack of signs make you create your own. Do you see alien moonscapes? Crashing waves? Spring gardens? 
Dancing lovers? Do you see a simple interplay of shapes? Or do you see something grander, do you interpret 
the movements on the canvas as an expression of the artist’s emotions? Really, Hernández’s work is all of these 
things and none of them. It’s just blank aesthetics for you to get lost in – you just have to take that step.

 APRIL 2017

Secundino Hernández: Paso
By Eddy Frankel
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In his second solo exhibition at Victoria Miro, Secundino Hernández (b1975, Madrid) exploits two distinct gallery 
spaces to present continuities and novelties in his investigation of the possibilities of painting. The kinetic 
thrust of the exhibition’s title, Paso (step), suggests Hernández’s movement between abstraction and figuration, 
testing and perhaps refuting them as distinct categories. His exploration of that distinction, assuming that it 
even exists, emerges with particular allure in his quasi-portraits, intimations of faces fashioned in some cases 
with a bare minimum of paint. Not easily discernible in reproduction is Hernández’s adroit exploitation of the 
canvas itself, a compositional element he puts to work as much as his expansive colour and graphic verve. 
The prominent presence of the canvas emerges not only in his imaginary, fresco-like portraits, but also in the 
restrained, monochromatic studies displayed at the Wharf Road gallery in north London. In potent contrast with 
these spare, black-and-white works, looms his most monumental, assertively carnal palette work yet.

 APRIL 2017

Secundino Hernández: ‘As a painter you have to 
have the courage to not be afraid of change’

Secundino Hernández talks about his academic origins, the 
delicate equilibrium he seeks between accident and control, the 

quintessentially Spanish spirit of his painting, and his current 
exhibition, Paso, at Victoria Miro, London

By Angeria Rigamonti de Cutò
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Angeria Rigamonti di Cutò: “Academic” now seems like an antiquated concept in reference to art yet you 
had an academic training: how much of an effect did that have on your later development as a painter? 
There is a strong component of controlled, even virtuosic, draughtsmanship in your work.

Secundino Hernández: When I was studying, we did exams based on making charcoal drawings of classical 
works, which should give an idea of how academic the approach was at the Fine Arts Academy. That was at 
a time when people were starting to work in video, performance art, at least in other parts of Spain, but not in 
Madrid. At the time, we always felt we wanted to be somewhere else, somewhere more modern, more in touch 
with technology. But in time I realised I was lucky to have gained that knowledge, of drawing in particular, which 
is the basis of everything.

In art, it’s important to have ideas but also important to know how to execute them. As part of our training, we 
would sometimes visit neighbourhoods after class to draw, learning about proportion and scale. It was still an 
analogue world, the end of an era in every sense – we didn’t even have computers, we did everything by hand.

ARC: Your work has often been compared with abstract expressionism, both in formal terms, as well 
as in the “action”, performative aspect of your process. Were you consciously interested in American 
postwar abstraction in your formative years?

SH: At the beginning I was very interested in it, but after 2005 I moved to Rome and ended up in another 
academy, the Spanish Academy, where my room was above a library largely dedicated to Spanish art. I went 
there every day and realised how important those roots and references were, and how much they affect your 
work and so how important it is to understand them, even to understand other types of art in the context of a 
global world. So the language I use has something of American abstraction but the spirit is very Spanish.

ARC: To me, that Spanish spirit emerged most fully in your series The Earth is Round that has a comic, 
absurdist exuberance. Were those self-portraits, something to do with the condition of being an artist?

SH: Yes, something like that; the idea was to represent fears. They were also based on Francis Picabia’s 
beautiful painting Villejuif where you can’t see what that figure is doing with its hands. I was quite naughty in that 
series and actually wondered who would buy the works. That was around the time I moved to Berlin and started 
drawing a lot, thinking about line and wanting a certain alla prima element in the work, a spontaneity. I was also 
thinking of specific Spanish references such as Goya.

I’m not so interested in those actual paintings any more but more in what I was developing around them, a 
certain abstraction, the beginning of what I’m doing now.

When people said at the time that they were examples of expressionist art, I always said: No, if it is expressionist, 
it’s very slow-motion expressionism because I planned everything very much in advance. I did lots of sketches 
and always tried to keep a balance between painting, drawing, line and colour.

ARC: There’s also something of an element of calligraphy in some of your work, a kind of unrestricted 
calligraphy, as if you’re thinking of that join being line, writing and painting.

SH: Yes, but, of course, that changes when you’re in front of a three or four metre-high canvas, because while 
you can plan everything on a piece of paper, the painting becomes much more performative. Technically, it 
was a goal of mine to be able to transfer that rhythm, lightness and control of a drawing on to a large-scale 
work. So I see those early works as referring to a means of transferring line on to a large canvas with a tube of 
paint – something I still do.

ARC: It’s interesting that you talk about the need to plan, because at the same time a particular 
characteristic of your method is your use of a heavy-duty pressure washer that erodes the pigment 
through to the canvas. I imagine it’s much harder to control with precision, and introduces an element of 
chance to an otherwise premeditated design?

SH: This is quite a recent development. I suddenly thought it was time to try something else. When I sketched 
the works in the planning stage, I felt free and unself-conscious but that feeling never translated to the canvas. 
I never painted directly, in a natural way, and wanted a way of changing that process and introducing accident, 
which is something you have to be mentally prepared for. I ended up with this method because one day I 
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wanted to destroy a couple of works and recycle the canvas so I needed to find a way of peeling off the surface. 
I saw that this process gave such a nice, unexpected depth to the paint.

ARC: In your current show there are some new directions. At the Wharf Road gallery you have these 
stark, monochrome pieces, in comparison with earlier work. Why did you feel the need to turn to these 
very restricted elements of canvas, primer and black, using them as your sole compositional elements?

SH: I started to make these black and white works in Vienna, not knowing what I was looking for, just taking 
black tape and playing on the surface. Then I realised I was learning how to compose, breaking the surface, 
like when you peel tape off paper or another material. I realised I had the perfect chance to continue developing 
those earlier experiments, looking at how the paint masked the primer. People think they’re new, but they are the 
result of something I’ve been investigating for over a decade now. The idea is to dig into the surface, reaching 
the pure canvas. It’s a sculptural process, the opposite of what normally happens in the painting process where 
you’re always adding, like in the palette works where you’re also modelling the paint, and that’s also a sculptural 
process.

ARC: Certainly both have a sculptural element, for all their differences. In one case you’re digging in, 
piercing layers, while in the palette works, the paint is so intensely en relief as to become entirely three-
dimensional. You’ve done palette works before, but never on such a monumental scale.

SH: In part it was a challenge to see if I could work on such a monumental scale but, in general, the idea behind 
these palette paintings was to keep the work open and generous in the studio, to share their physicality; they’re 
like generators. They are very important but no more important than the other works. With the large palette 
painting, it was almost a feat of engineering; I had to build a bridge with wheels to work in the middle. And I 
never thought I’d have a crane in the studio to lift it up. But these works are also like a diary, a memory of the 
process in the studio because they develop spontaneously.

ARC: We associate the palette with what happens before the real work is made – think of all the self-
portraits of artists holding a palette, as if in the process of blending their colours. In your case, it’s as if 
you make that preparation of colour and texture become the work itself.

SH: I’m not that worried about what they look like, especially at the beginning, since I know they’ll change in 
time. With other works you have to be more careful – when you’re wrong, you’re wrong. I like to start and end 
the day mixing colours, it’s such a free feeling and you’re not afraid to be wrong, it’s just an accumulation of 
material.

ARC: Since these works have such a markedly sculptural impetus, have you thought about taking up 
fully fledged sculpture?

SH: I have thought about it more and more, but I think it’s good to be patient, to have the right ideas to change 
your medium from known territory. Even when a painter works on paper, with a change of medium you have to 
change everything. But I am thinking of doing some experiments with sculpture.

ARC: In the Mayfair gallery, you’re also showing a series of figurative works, apparently portraits, 
largely based around a particular colour. Are these in fact portraits, or are they a pretext to move into 
representation, perhaps an extension of your abstract work?

SH: I think they are an extension of my abstract work: it’s good that you say that. When I decided to go back 
to the figurative, I wanted to test what would happen after almost 10 years of abstraction. They are still quite 
abstract – I didn’t want them to be too narrative.

ARC: It’s remarkable how little paint some of they have and yet how much of an illusion of figuration you 
manage to conjure up with a bare minimum of material.

SH: They are very reduced and it is a challenge to reduce each element as much as possible. The washes I 
use here mirror the way that, in nature, water dilutes everything but the strongest lines. In painting, too, only the 
strongest lines remain, so it’s a natural process.

I don’t usually like to go back to a painting but with these works I had the chance to begin painting, then leave 
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the canvas and return to it, perhaps erase a little, which is something I had never done before, I never hid 
anything.

ARC: Nearly all of these works are untitled, as are many of your abstract works. In the case of abstraction, 
it’s more understandable to omit titles as they’re apt to manipulate meaning. An exception in these 
figurative works is Entrance. Why did you choose to give that particular work a title?

SH: When I’m sketching and planning work, I sometimes give a title but in this case I thought these figures were 
unknown people but now they are real, they don’t need a title. I didn’t want to be too narrative and say this is of 
a particular person. I don’t know why I called this one Entrance. Iit could be the title of a song; sometimes I use 
a name connected with a place I’m visiting. But I usually like to leave the meaning open by not giving a title.

ARC: Do you see your studio as a self-contained universe, where you think, test, produce, restart, erase 
and so on. In other words, is it a place that you experience as separate from the real world?

SH: I have a very different experience of my studios in Berlin and Madrid. The one in Berlin is based on my 
inner world, it’s in an apartment next to my apartment so I can just go in my pyjamas with my coffee, or work 
until very late. My studio in Berlin is my interior life, a space in which to be quiet, rest and think about projects, 
develop ideas. It’s a private place and even when people want to visit me it feels like an invasion. If Berlin is 
about working with ideas, in Madrid the studio is completely different and about the work itself, the production. 
It’s in an industrial area and I like to be in touch with the metal workers, carpenters, my neighbours, we all know 
each other and it’s a much more social situation.

They are such different cities and the best situation for me is the combination. Madrid can be too much but 
Berlin, too, alone, can also become too much. I need both the chaos of one and the peace of the other.

ARC: Do you see yourself as belonging more to the art scene of either city?

SH: I feel connected to Europe and European artists. Even though I know artists in their 80s who go back to the 
old question of whether painting is dead, that was never my experience and I think the question belonged to an 
earlier generation. For me and my generation, painting was always alive, painting will never be dead.
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There’s an instant feeling of calm when you walk into Secundino Hernández’s studio in Coslada, an industrial 
area on the outskirts of Madrid. Occupying a former car showroom, with wafts of toxicity floating in from the 
mechanic’s workshop next door, the vast industrial space suits Hernández’s preferred scale of working: big.

Sun is streaming through windows that stretch from floor to ceiling—you’d never guess that it was winter. Or, 
given the serene atmosphere in the studio, that it was only weeks before the opening of a major exhibition 
of new work occupying both of  Victoria Miro’s spaces in London. Hernández’s day usually begins with him 
tending to a table of cacti, which bask in the sunlight like lazy kittens. You can feel balance in everything the 
artist does: his team, for example, is comprised of three men and three women. He works between a studio 
in the cold European north (Berlin, where he’s lived on and off since 2007) and another in the warm European 
south (Madrid, his hometown). Harmony spreads to every aspect of his work, from the exchanges that take 
place between the different paintings, to the relationship between them and the architecture that surrounds 
them. There’s also the dyadic nature of the works themselves, where Hernández strives endlessly to find the 
sweet spot between exertion and ease. “When I do an exhibition I like to know the room and space, and then to 
find my own rhythm within it,” he tells me. This will be his second exhibition with Victoria Miro, but his first at the 
gallery’s more intimate Mayfair space.

On one side of the studio, a number of his palette paintings are in progress, lying on their backs. These are the 
works he is perhaps best known for: huge, heavy things, their surfaces made of craters of colour, created by 
adding paint from palettes used in the studio. In their scooped-out layers there are swirls that look thick and 

MARCH 2017

Meditating with a Palette
By Charlotte Jansen

Photograph of Secundino Hernández’s Madrid studio, December 2016, taken by Thierry Bal
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soft enough to make you salivate. “I always say they’re very generous because they share the paint used to 
create all the other works. They’re part of the ecosystem of everyday life in the studio,” Hernández explains with 
obvious affection for them. “They’re a memory of the process. I started to include the process in the surface of 
the canvas—cleaning my brushes, mixing and checking the colours—so it was a sort of brutal honesty. I wanted 
to show everything that was happening every day on the canvas.”

Contrasting with the chunky potholes and Play-Doh colours of the palette paintings, on the other side of the 
studio lie incredibly restrained linen canvases—ultra-fine sculptures on canvas with muted, neutral palettes, 
made by applying a layer of a special primer that Hernández then pulls back while it’s wet, an attempt to “paint 
without painting”, as the artist puts it. Though he uses similar gestures to create both types of work, the results 
are totally opposite—but they complete each other, the protruding craters calling to the absent moons, the 
“desconchones”, the flaked, peeled-away parts of the primer paintings. “I wanted to give the impression that 
they are done alla prima—that they are very spontaneous.”Their surfaces, scratched and almost emphatically 
raw, do indeed seem to be the result of some kind of fast, emotionally charged exchange with the material. 
“Everything looks very easy, but it’s all very planned. If you look closely at my work every detail is very much 
under control.”

These two bodies of work coexist so well that it’s a surprise that Hernández has decided, after a decade 
dedicated to abstraction, to go back to figurative painting. It’s a major turn in the artist’s practice—but one 
that, again, he seems very comfortable with. “To represent a figure now for me is like looking at someone for 
the first time, it’s something very strong and radical in a way.” Moving from an abstract language to create 
figurative paintings—something Hernández steered away from after 2008—has opened his mind to many new 
possibilities. “I decided I wanted to do something figurative, but then there’s the question of what to do. In 
abstract painting everything is possible, there’s no limit, but in figurative painting people need to recognize 
certain elements.”

The works in question are a series of “invented portraits”, people who have come to life through the paintings. 
Although they’re not finished when I see them (Hernández has, he tells me, been working on them for a year 
already), they’re a proof of his painterly finesse, a demonstration of the paradoxical way he’s able to control a 
free line: using a tube to apply paint directly to the canvas, the portraits’ lines are nibbled, so that they look like 
ink rather than paint. Hernández then sets about them with a washer—a similar process used on some of his 
larger works—buffing them in the same way graffiti is erased from a city wall. In fact, they recall graffiti, an urban 
palimpsest; others look as if they’ve been etched, rubbed or woodblock-printed. Stripping away at the figures 
in this way contributes graphic elements that Hernández likes. 

Portrait by Thierry Bal
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 In reintroducing the figurative, there’s the chance for Hernández to recentre himself artistically. “I want to balance 
my abstract world with a different world,” he explains. Against the massive, performative works, a primordial 
display of physical stamina, aggressive and masculine like action paintings, these diminutive paintings of his 
“real” imaginary friends represent a leap into a completely different way of thinking. Making them, he says, “I 
feel more risk and more fun.”

One of the things that makes Hernández so remarkable is the fact he has developed specific techniques 
for each body of work he does. But he doesn’t see himself as an Abstract Expressionist. “I don’t want to be 
considered a process painter, I don’t care so much about process, and I was never keen on those artists—but 
more and more I realize the process is important in my work,” he says candidly. It’s been said that Hernández 
paints about painting. Does that make him a painter’s painter? “I think I’m very much a painter’s painter. I’ve 
always followed painters who paint for painters, people who weren’t known or recognized in their own time but 
then show up as an incredible influence.” Painting also teaches Hernández how to live. While the figurative 
works were a challenge to make him recalibrate his thinking and approach, his primer white paintings were an 
“exercise in learning to accept things; just the concept of accident, or freedom, not controlling”.

I wonder how someone who seems so grounded was attracted to abstract painting in the first place. Hernández 
is much too down to earth to be an abstract painter, I suggest. “Abstraction sometimes maybe needs to be 
explained, and people like to ask very stupid or very clever questions about it. But maybe moving to the 
figurative world is a way to unconsciously escape all these theoretical questions.

“Once someone came to my studio, and I had five works there, and he asked me: What is this? What are you 
doing here? And I said I’m a painter, and he said: ok, so where are the paintings? He couldn’t see the paintings, 
he couldn’t see what I had done as artworks, you know. Those works demand to be explained, but no one is 
going to ask me questions about the figurative works, and that’s great!”

Hernández has made works directly responding to his Spanish heritage in painting, but he doesn’t want to 
be held back by the past. “I always thought art should be about the contemporary and we should burn all the 
museums because we don’t understand anything about what was happening in the past. People think real 
painting is the painting done by Velázquez and what you’re doing is crap because they think we can’t paint that 
way, but I think art should only be important from two generations before yours.” He gives the example of Bruce 
Nauman—an artist he says he loves, but who he also believes he can’t fully understand due to their differences 
in time and place.

So how does he see the role of painting today? “It’s impossible to isolate yourself from what’s going on around 
you, your context, your environment, your education. I live my life, I’m a painter, and just being a painter is a 
position. To decide to be a painter is in itself quite political and quite radical. It’s impossible to come to the 
studio without all these things in your mind, but it’s not my intention to be political.”That’s perhaps obvious from 
his works. He might respond to a lineage of very political Spanish painters, but what he takes from the masters 
are tiny details that most people would overlook. El Greco, for example, used the corners of his canvas to wipe 
his brushes clean—something that Hernández takes and blows up hugely in scale in his palette paintings. I spot 
another palette painting that suddenly connects with Goya, in which

Hernández seems to have squeezed all the flesh, guts and blood out of the portraits and into his own work. But 
there is none of the darkness of Goya, only the bones. “I would never point to something I don’t like, I would 
always point to beauty. Art to me is an idea of the world. Why should it be dark and ugly? My biggest aspiration 
would be just to do my own thing and let people recognize it, and then they can experience my vision. But if 
that doesn’t happen that’s OK. I don’t want to be pretentious or to change the world. It would be great if I could 
do it, but I can’t.”

Finding a balance in art, as in life, isn’t easy. It requires an intense amount of study and patience. Hernández has 
relentlessly researched the holy trinity of painting: line, composition and colour. What he seems to appreciate 
about painting is that it is meditative and can’t be rushed: “Painting is low-profile. It’s a slow occupation, which I 
like. Everything is happening very fast every day, but just to come to the studio calms me down.” And he keeps 
a low profile too. It’s the kind of quiet, single-minded dedication that is more associated with Eastern practices. 
His monochrome works, for example, have the sensibility of Korean Tansaekhwa paintings; they’re subtle but 
irreducible, uplifting. In every part of his practice, Hernández shows us how delicate—and how rare—balance 
is. This is what makes his vision so special: he gives us harmony in its essence. That’s something that can’t often 
be found out in the world.
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Frieze London, one of the world’s largest contemporary art fairs, opens today and runs through October 17. With 
more than 160 leading galleries from around the world participating and featuring work from more than 1000 
leading artists, along with art installations, lectures, films and a sculpture garden, the fair is quite a behemoth. 
Luckily Nicole Kluk, Senior Consultant at Quintessentially Art shared her best bets and can’t-miss booths with 
us for Frieze London 2015. Here are her picks.

1. Victoria Miro (B3)
“Always a stand out booth, this year we are treated to works by two particularly brilliant artists Do Ho Suh 
and Secundino Hernández. Spanish artists Hernández’s large canvases are a perfect blend of minimalism, 
representation, expressionism and abstraction. The thick impasto markings he scatters over his works are full of 
energy, yet the minimalist aspect of the works make them completely non aggressive and beautiful.

Korean artist Do Ho Suh presents a selection of his reconstructed everyday objects that border on beautiful and 
hilarious. His fabricated buildings, rooms and fixtures are technically brilliant and questions identity, individuality 
and community.”

OCTOBER 2015

5 Exhibits You Don’t Want To Miss At Frieze London This Week
By Valerie Denny

Do Ho Suh at Victoria Miro, Frieze London 2015 
(Courtesy the Artists and Victoria Miro, London © The Artists. Photography: Robert Glowacki)
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Visionary British art dealer Victoria Miro is known for spotting artists early in their careers—Chantal Joffe, Peter 
Doig, and Tal R among them—and a young Spanish painter, Secundino Hernández, has not escaped her 
prescient eye. By now, Miro is synonymous with sold out works and long waitlists; paintings by Hernández, 
the newest addition to her roster, are no exception. Just prior to Art Basel, where one of the artist’s works sold 
within the first 15 minutes of the preview, Miro unveiled a solo exhibition of his paintings at her London space—a 
show entirely sold out before the doors even opened. Described as “wash” paintings, the works are somewhere 
between figuration and abstraction; a product of scraping, craving, and literally spraying the canvas with a 
pressure washer. And as there is perhaps no better milieu to observe the up-and-coming painter than his 
Madrid studio, blocks from the neighborhood where he grew up and surrounded by the energetic, layered 
canvases that first caught Miro’s attention, it is there that we arranged an hour to chat. 

“The studio is always alive,” he said, confessing to working on multiple canvases at once—each painting 
linked to the next. “I include the whole process on the canvas; I mix the color on one, and then I take it to 
another.” The process is sometimes meticulous, sometimes spontaneous, but most often it is a combination 
of the two extremes, a harmony Hernández discovered two years ago after attempting to destroy a painting—
gone rogue—with a pressure washer. Today, paintings like those hanging at Victoria Miro employ a process 
of precise, carefully planned addition and uncontrolled subtraction. “With this machine, I am carving, digging, 
taking off paint. When you remove the painting, there are restos—little traces of what was happening before. 
You can see the surface of the textile; the raw, pure canvas. You go directly to the soul of the painting.”

And while his paintings might recall the scribbles of Cy Twombly or the gestures of Action Painting (at times, he 
paints directly from the tube, as if sketching in a continuous fluid motion), at the core of Hernández’s practice 
is his Spanish heritage. Known to reference old and modern Spanish masters, Hernández is currently featured 
in an exhibition at Spain’s National Museum of Sculpture, among contemporary artists inspired by El Greco; 
the Renaissance painter is but one example of the lineage that Hernández has drawn from for years. A native 
Madrilenian, Hernández studied art locally before artist grants sent him spiraling on an international tour: the 
Academy of Fine Arts of Brera in Milan, followed by the Royal Academy of Spain in Rome, on to Vienna after an 
invitation from Galerie Krinzinger, and landing in Berlin. “It was always a challenge to work somewhere abroad,” 
he said. During this time, Hernández discovered the work of Polish writer Witold Gombrowicz who, stationed in 
Argentina during the Second World War, had been unable to return to Poland and created his life’s work away 
from home—most of which relates to his background as a Pole. “His work is also about the difficulties as an artist 
to develop a career in other countries; I could relate to him,” Hernández says. À la Gombrowicz, Hernández 
immersed himself in the work of artists from his home country; El Greco, Velázquez, and contemporary painters 
Luis Claramunt and Luis Gordillo. “With the internet, you have a really global world and you can have references 
from everywhere. At that time, I thought, what is happening in my country. What has happened to me?”

In that spirit, Hernández now splits his time between Berlin and Madrid, the latter studio a former second-hand 
shop that he had frequented longingly, admiring the light-flooded space, and seized as soon as the previous 
tenants flew the coop. No matter the extent of his travels, Hernández’s studio, not far from where he grew up, 
is a place he visits every day without fail. “It is not necessary to paint every day,” he said. “But it is important to 
have a look.” And there’s reason to believe that Hernández, after spending the better half of a decade with his 
nose in art history books, might one day find his name spoken with the same charge as his predecessors. Those 
needing proof might head to Victoria Miro, where nearly a dozen paintings are telling of a meticulous, process-
based, and impassioned practice—or better yet, the studio where they were so lovingly made.

JULY 2014

Up and Coming: Visionary Dealer Victoria Miro Unveils a 
Solo Exhibition by a Spanish Painter on the Rise

By Molly Gottschalk
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SECUNDINO HERNÁNDEZ

b. 1975, Madrid, ES
Lives and works in Madrid, Spain and Berlin, DE

EDUCATION

2000 Bachelor of Fine Arts, Complutense University of Madrid, ES

SOLO EXHIBITIONS

2024 Nino Mier Gallery, Los Angeles, CA, US (forthcoming)

2023      ANTICIPADO, Galerie Bärbel Grässlin, Frankfurt, Germany 

2022 time TIME, Victoria Miro Gallery, London, UK
              Works from the Miettinen Collection, Salon Dahlmann, Berlin, DE
              Secundino Hernández,  Nuno Centeno Gallery, Porto, PT

2021 Uno a uno, The Insular Museum, Cabildo of La Palma, ES 
No Beauty Without Danger, Galerie Bärbel Grässlin, Frankfurt, DE

2020  Secundino Hernández – Dreaming of Wild Honey, an extended reality (XR) exhibition on Vortic Collect, 
  Victoria Miro, London, UK

Secundino Hernández: One More Time is Good Enough, Galerie Krinzinger, Vienna, AT

2019 Secundino Hernández: Grapado a la piel, Victoria Miro, Venice, IT
Lowry I. Lowry II. Lowry III. Foresta Negra. Park Life (Forest). Relleves 1-10, Heinrich Ehrhardt, Madrid, ES
MAS: Meadows/ARCO Artist Spotlight, Meadows Museum, Dallas, TX, US

2018 New Paintings, Galerie Bärbel Grässlin, Frankfurt, DE
Todo Es Mucho, CAC Malaga, ES
Secundino Hernández, Taidehalli Helsinki, FI

2017 Paso, Victoria Miro, London, UK
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